Many industrial processes are in cascade configuration in which the material being processed goes through a sequence of processing units. The output of an upstream processing unit is fed into the input of the unit downstream. In many cases, the variables of interests are only available via related uncertain surrogate measurements in the all the upstream stages , and directly measured at the output of the last stage. The problem of controlling such systems by adaptively calibrating the surrogate measurement model and the use of a pre-emptive control strategy was studied in [9] . In this paper, the unknown actuator dynamics is taken into account in the adaptive calibration and pre-emptive control as well. A Lyapunov based nonlinear control algorithm is derived. The proposed control algorithm is applied to a vacuum dewatering process in paper manufacturing industry. Simulation results show that the proposed control strategy can regulate the exiting moisture content of each unit at the desired value.
Introduction
Many industrial processes are in the cascade configuration in which materials being processed go through a series of processing units, such that the output of an upstream processing unit is fed into the input of the unit downstream (Fig.1) . Our control objective is to control the output of each processing unit to its desired value (i.e., y i →y * i , for i = 1, . . . , n). In many cases, the variable we want to control (y i ) is difficult to measure directly during the manufacturing process, although direct measurement * Address all correspondence to this author. may be available at the end of the process (i.e., y n is measurable). The variables that are difficult to measure in process may be infered from a related variable that can be measured and a model. We call the measured variable a surrogate measurement. Unfortunately, the surrogate measurement model may be uncertain.
The vacuum dewatering section in paper manufacturing process is the motivating example for this class of systems, where moist paper is successively dewatered by multiple vacuum dewatering boxes whose pressure can be individually controlled. Paper moisture measurement is directly available only at the last stage. Air flow rate as a function of applied vacuum pressure at each stage is related to the moisture content and has been proposed as surrogate measurements. For the control of this type of system, Li et al. [8] proposed a preemptive control algorithm for the vacuum dewatering section moisture control by feeding upstream error information to downstream boxes. [3] also proposed an adaptive version of the preemptive controller which does not require a precise knowledge of dewatering coefficient. The control algorithm proposed in these two papers all assume precise measurement of the moisture content in each dewatering box. Liu and Li [9] proposed an adaptive calibration control strategy for the case when the relationship between the air flow and mois-ture content is not well known. This is achieved by utilizing the accurate sensor measurement at the end of the process to adaptively calibrate the unknown surrogate measurement model of successive upstream boxes. However, in that paper, the actuator dynamics was not taken into consideration in the control design. The actuator usually is not perfect and has its own dynamics. In the paper manufacturing process, the actuator dynamics are associated with the dynamics of achieving a desired vaccuum pressure. Since the paper moves at the speed of 20-50 m/s (similar to a car at highway speed) and the vacuum slot width is only 5 to 10 centimeters, the actuator dynamics will play a big role in the control performance. If it is neglected, the control performance can degrade significantly.
Numerous research have been conducted to investigate the actuator dynamics issue in the past years. [5] proposed a nonlinear robust control algorithm to deal with the unmodeled actuator dynamics in robot manipulator. Assuming bounded uncertainty in the actuator dynamics, backstepping and high-frequency control algorithm are used to get the ultimate boundedness result. [4] proposed a nonlinear iterative learning control algorithm for global stabilization of robot manipulators performing a repetitive task in the presence of actuator dynamics. [6] and [7] proposed a control strategy to deal with unmodelled second or higher order actuator dynamics, in which feedback linearization and sliding mode control are combined to stabilize the system with bounded uncertainty in the input. [2] proposed a modified version of the sub-optimal second order sliding mode algorithm. The proposed controller guarantees global convergence of a large class of nonlinear system and also reduces the peaking of the state which is typical of the sliding mode control algorithm. [1] proposed an improved robust nested saturation algorithm to stabilize the nonlinear system with a large class of unmodelled dynamics. It does not have the restriction of relative degree of zero or minimum phase. The proposed control algorithm guarantees global asymptotical stability (GAS) and local exponential stability (LES).
In this paper, the problem of adaptively calibrating the surrogate measurement model, and controlling such a cascade system in the presence of unknown actuator dynamics are considered. A Lyaponuv based nonlinear control strategy is derived. For each control unit, feedforward is used to decouple the disturbance coming from the upstream unit, and feedback is used to ensure stability. Nonlinear backstepping control is utilized to deal with the actuator dynamics. The surrogate measurement model and actuator dynamics model are calibrated by the adaptive control laws using the direct measurement at the end of the process.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 describes the system model. The proposed control algorithm is presented in Section 3. The designed control algorithm is applied to the paper dewatering process and the simulation results are shown in Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusions.
System modeling
The industrial processes in cascade connection configuration under the study can be described aṡ
where x i are the state at the unit 'i', y i is the output at the unit 'i', u i is the control applied at the unit 'i', τ i is the time for the processed material to travel between unit 'i-1' and unit 'i', y i−1 is the output at unit 'i-1', g(u i ) and h(u i ) are general functions of control input u i . In this model, g(u i ) and h(u i ) can be linear or nonlinear function of u i with the assumption that they are bounded within the control input operating range, and dh(u i )/du i ∕ = 0. The state of the each unit, x i , is not directly measurable except for at the last unit, but it is related by another measurable signal in an approximately linear relation,
where Z T i (t) is the surrogate measurement and θ i contains the surrogate model parameters to be adaptive calibrated.
We assume that the actuator has a second order dynamics, but the actuator dynamics parameters are not known. The actuator dynamics can be modeled as
where a i1 , a i0 and a ic are the unknown constant actuator dynamics parameters and u ic is the commanded control input. In the water dewatering process, u i is the vacuum pressure and u ic is the commanded pressure set points.
Control Design
The control objective is to maintain output of each unit, y i , at the constant target value, y * i . For each unit, a desired output value and a desired state value are designed with a feasible nominal operating control input. At the nominal point for each unit 'i', the plant model equation (1) satisfies
The process is subject to an unknown incoming disturbance feeding into the first unit. The control objective is to regulate the control signal, u i (t), so that y i (t) → y * i , for i = 2, . . . , n. The output of the first unit can not be controlled exactly at the desired value because of the unknown incoming disturbance at the first unit.
Defining the state error and the output error as,
e yi = y i − y * i (8) we can get the open-loop output error dynamics of unit 'i' aṡ
where
, and e yi = y i − y * i is the output error.
Note that the control is embedded inḢ i (t). Recall that we only have direct measurement at the last unit (i = n), and for the upstream units (i = 1, . . . , n − 1), surrogate measurements z i is available. Since we have the direct measurement at the last unit, we will design the adaptive calibration algorithm successively from the last unit to the upstream units until the first one.
For the last unit, the open-loop error dynamics iṡ
Nonlinear backstepping control technique can be applied to this kind of system. Rewriting equation (10) aṡ
where η undot =u n −u nd is the virtual control error andu nd is the desired (virtual) control for the last unit. Designing the virtual control of the last unit,u nd , aṡ
In equation (13), the control error of the last unit, e yn = y n − y * n , is used as feedback to increase the convergence rate. The estimated control error of the unit 'n-1',ê y,n−1 (t − τ n−1 ) =ŷ n−1 (t − τ n−1 )− y * n−1 , is used as feedforward to decouple the disturbance from the upstream unit. The estimated error is used because there is no direct measurement in unit 'n-1'. As a result, the closed-loop error dynamics is derived aṡ
whereθ n−1 (t) = θ n−1 −θ n−1 (t) is the surrogate model parameter estimation error of the unit 'n-1'. Differentiating the equation η undot =u n −u nd , we geṫ
)}, and Ψ n (t) is the combination of all the known terms inü nd .
Designing the commanded control law as
we get the closed-loop error dynamics aṡ
For the commanded the control design, the adaptive control is incorporated to deal with the unknown actuator dynamics model parameters. The unknown parameters will be estimated by the adaptation law. The control design for the last unit 'n' is done. Next, we will design the control for the upstream unit 'i' (1 < i < n) using the similar control design methodology for the last unit. Similarly, designing the virtual control law for unit 'i' asu
Comparing equations (13) and (19), the difference lies in the feedback term. Here, the estimated error,ê yi =ŷ i − y * i , is used for feedback since only surrogate measurements are available in the upstream units.
As a result, we get the closed-loop error dynamics of unit 'i' asė
Taking derivative of equation (19), and substituting it into the derivative of equation η uidot =u i −u id , we geṫ
Designing the commanded control law of unit 'i' as
the closed-loop error dynamics of unit 'i' becomeṡ
To design the adaptation law for the surrogate measurement calibration and the actuator model parameter estimation, we select a Lyapunov function candidate as
is the estimation error of the actuator dynamics parameters. The derivative of the Lyapunov function becomeṡ
Substituting the previous obtained closed-loop error dynamics for unit '2' to 'n' into the above equation and simplifying it, we getV
from equation (26), we can design the adaptation law for the surrogate measurement model aṡ
{e yn H n (t)ε n−1 (t) +ê y,n−1Ḣ (t)Z n−1
and we can also get the adaptation law for the actuator dynamics model parameters aṡ
the derivative of Lyapunov function becomeṡ
From equation (31)and Barbalat's Lemma (Ġ i (t),ė yn , anḋ e yi are bounded), we can get
Applying the Barbalat's Lemma repeatedly to the upstream units, we can get
Finally, all the signals are checked and they are all bounded, so the control objective is realized. The control design is summarized in Theorem 1 and the control idea and architecture of each unit is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Theorem 1: For the system with the dynamics described by (1), (2) and (4), design the control law as (17) and (22), design the surrogate measurement model adaptation laws as (27) , (28) and (29), and design the actuator model parameter adaptation laws as (30), then the closed-loop system is stable and the control error of each unit (except for the first unit) will converge to zero, i.e., e yi → 0, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
Application to the vacuum dewatering process
The proposed control is applied to the vacuum dewatering process discussed in [8] . Figure 3 shows the vacuum dewatering section in an industrial paper manufacture process. During that section, the paper web transports through a series of vacuum boxes as shown in Figure 4 . The vacuum dewatering process can be modeled asẇ
, τ i is the transport time delay for the paper sheet exiting box 'i-1' reaching box 'i'. The exit moisture content of dewatering box 'i' is given by:
. In this model, for each vacuum dewatering box, the input is the vacuum pressure, P i (t), and the output is the exit moisture content, c i,out (t). The state is the total moisture content, w i (t). Ω i (t) and α i (t) are always positive.
To test the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy, it is simulated for a paper vacuum dewatering model with four vacuum dewatering boxes. The length of the slot B = 0.05m. The machine speed is 20m/s. The transport coefficients for the four boxes are K 1 = 0.6, K 2 = 0.48, and K 3 = 0.4. The nominal incoming moisture content is c * 0 = 15kg/kg and the desired the exit moisture contents for the four boxes are c * 1,out = 13.56kg/kg, c * 2,out = 12.18kg/kg, c * 3,out = 10.97kg/kg, and c * 4,out = 9.80kg/kg. The nominal vacuum pressures for the four boxes are P * 1 = 4500Pa, P * 2 = 8000Pa, P * 3 = 11000Pa, and P * 4 = 15000Pa. To simulate the moisture disturbance which exists in the incoming slurry, a representative 10 HZ sinusoidal disturbance with magnitude of 1.5 kg/kg (10 % of c * 0 ), is added to the incoming moisture content.
The desired and actual exit moisture content is shown in Figure 5 . We can see that, except for the first box, the actual exit moisture contents of all the downstream boxes are regulated exactly at the desired values. The exit moisture content of the first box has 10% percent fluctuation around the desired value because of the 10% moisture content disturbance in the incoming slurry, which is unknown and can not be canceled by the feedforward. Notice that the convergence of the dewatering boxes is in the reverse order. The fourth box (the last one) converges first, then the third box, and finally the second one. Figure 6 shows the estimation error of the exit moisture contents of the third box. We can see that the estimation errors are driven to zeros by the adaptive calibration algorithm design. Figure 7 shows the estimation values of the surrogate measurement model parameters of box '3' and Figure 8 shows the actuator model parameter estimation of the same box. Notice that the estimated parameters do not converge to the actual parameter values. That is typical of direct adaptive control schemes which do not generally guarantee parameter convergence. The estimation of the exit moisture contents and parameters for the first two boxes are similar to the third box and they are not shown here because of the space limitation. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed the adaptive calibration control design of a type of industrial system in cascade connection configuration. There is no direct measurement of the controlled variable except for at the end of the process, but the controlled variable is related to a surrogate measurement variable through an unknown surrogate measurement model. The actuator of each control unit has a second-order actuator dynamics with unknown parameters. The unknown actuator dynamics is integrated into the control design. The nonlinear backstepping control is utilized to deal with the actuator dynamics and the adaptive control strategy is used to calibrate the unknown surrogate measurement model and estimate the unknown actuator model parameters. The control algorithm designed based on the generalized model is applied to the paper vacuum dewatering process. The 
